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GRANT, AND N, B, PRIDE. Stabikty of intrupulnzonary bronchial dimen- 
skoras during expi’ratory J%W in excised lungs. J. Appl. Physiol. 37(5) : 
684-694. 1974.-The length and diameter of intrapulmonary 
airways (4.8-9.0 mm ID) were measured from tantalum broncho- 
grams in lobes of excised dog lungs. Twenty retrograde catheters 
were inserted into the lobe around the perimeter and airflow 
passed from the periphery to the lobar cannula. During expiratory 
flow the lateral intrabronchial pressure (Pib) in the larger airways 
was lowered relative to alveo1ar pressure (P~lv) keeping lung 
volume constant. Airway dimensions were compared I) under 
no-flow (static) conditions when Pib = P~lv and 2) during expira- 
tory flow (dynamic) with Pib < P~lv. When P~lv was held constant 
at +5 or + 10 cmH& the change of bronchial diameter per unit 
change of Pib was significantly less than under static conditions, 
suggesting that the parenchyma confers a stiffness upon intra- 
pulmonary airways during expiratory flow by virtue of tissue 
attachments. Interdependence of airway and airspace expansion 
was less at low lung recoil pressures. At isovolume we estimated 
that peribronchial pressures decreased relative to pleural pressure 
by up to 10 cmHz0. There was no reduction in length as Pib was 
lowered at constant lung volume. 

mechanical interdependence; peribronchial pressure; interstitial 
pressure; bronchial compliance; airway resistance; flow-volume 
curves; equal pressure point; forced expiration 

IT IS KNOWN that the larger extrapulmonary airways such 
as the trachea and main bronchi narrow during expiratory 
flow (1 l), but the situation for intrapulmonary airways in 
normal lungs is far from certain. Because of pressure losses 
upstream from frictional resistance and convective accelera- 
tion, intrabronchial pressure relative to pleural pressure 
will be less at a given lung volume during expiratory 
flow than in static conditions. Nevertheless, the tendency 
for intrapulmonary airways to narrow may be offset by 
tissue forces that operate on the airway wall to minimize 
changes of bronchial size for a given lung volume. Early 
studies of Marshall (16) on airways and of Permutt et al. 
(25) on pulmonary blood vessels suggested that lung 
volume affected the relationship between vessel diameter 
and the pressure difference between the lumen and the 
pleural surface. In other words, there could be substantial 
changes of perivascular or peribronchial pressure in the 
absence of Changes of pleural pressure. The notion that 
in trapul monary airway narrowing at constant lung volume 

would lead to an increased distending force (from tissue 
attachments) per unit area of bronchial wall was postulated 
by Mead et al. (18) in a theoretical study of the interde- 
pendence of expansion of structures within the lung. 

In this study we have used an experimental model in 
which intrabronchial pressure could be systematically 
lowered relative to alveolar pressure at constant lung vol- 
ume and the relationship between airway diameter (as 
judged from radiographs) and the intrabronchial-pleural 
pressure difference explored. The experimental prepara- 
tion is by no means original. Robert Hooke (5) in 1667 
by “pricking all the outer coat of the lungs with the slender 
point of a very sharp pen-knife” was able to maintain life 
in a dog at constant lung volume by passing air through 
the lungs with two pairs of bellows in series. Three hundred 
years later, for different reasons, Macklem and Mead 
(13) devised the retrograde catheter technic in which small 
polythene catheters pass out through the surface of the 
lung. The use of multiple retrograde catheters was first re- 
ported by Culver et al. (3); this preparation, except for 
minor detaiIs, is similar (2). 

THEORY 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of an airway cut in 
longitudinal section surrounded by lung parenchyma. At 
equilibrium 

Pel(br) = Pib - Pexb 

where Pel(br) is the recoil pressure of the elastic and smooth 
muscle elements in the bronchial wall, Pib is the lateral 
pressure in the airway lumen, and Pexb is the extrabron- 
chial pressure, equivalent to the sum of the forces per unit 
area in the peribronchial space; (Pib - Pexb) is, by defini- 
tion, the transmural pressure (Ptm) across the bronchial 
wall. 

A similar relationship exists for the lung parenchyma 

Pel(l) = PAh - Pp1 

where Pel(1) is the average recoil pressure of all alveolar 
walls and surfaces and P~lv and Ppl are the alveolar and 
pIeural pressures, respectively; (PA~v - Pp1) is the trans- 
pulmonary pressure (Ptp) under static conditions. The 
relationship between Pel( br) and bronchial diameter de- 
pends upon the elastic properties of the airway wall, just 
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the airway wall. As a result Pexb will decrease relative 
to Ppl. The greater the dependence of airway expansion 
on lung expansion the larger the value for K. The advan- 
tage of Eq. I is that an assessment of interdependence can 
be made without any assumptions about the absolute value 
of extrabronchial pressure. A similar expression for interde- 
pendence (between adjacent lung lobules) was used by 
Menkes et al. (21). On the other hand, their, experimental 
design and the structures under study were quite different 
from ours, and the values for K cannot be compared di- 
rectly. It is importan t to emphasize that any change in 
the elastic properties of the airway wall-prod uced by a 
marked change of shape or alteration in smooth muscle 
tone, for example- may alter the relationship between 
bronchial diameter and (Pib - Pexb). 

N Pelbcal) 

~ 

PPl 

-- 

-- 

BRONCHUS PARENCHYMA 

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of bronchial lumen, bronchial 
wall, peribronchial space, limiting membrane (lm), and surrounding 
alveolar tissue. Intrabronchial ‘(Pib), extrabronchial (Pexb), alveolar 

METHODS (PAlv) 
recoil 

and pleural (Ppl) pressures 
pressure of bronchus [Pel (br)] 

are indicated as well as elastic 
and alveoli locally [Pel (local)]. Greyhound dogs were anesthetized with thiopentone 

sodium (50 mg/kg), given heparin (20,000 IU) intraven- 
ously, and exsanguinated. The lungs were excised immedi- 
ately and the right or left middle lobe dissected free from 
its neighbors. The bronchial anatomy of these lobes re- 
sembles a conifer tree. In the collapsed lobe a plastic in- 
troducer (35 cm in length, 3.1 mm OD) was put into the 
main stem and its tip manipulated in turn into most 
(about 20) of the main side branches and pushed periph- 
erally; a steel wire with a polyethylene catheter (PE ZOO) 
attached was introduced and pushed out through the 
surface of the lung, as described by Macklem and 1Mead 
(13), until its bell-shaped tip (3 mm OD) wedged in a 
peripheral bronchus. The catheters were gathered to- . 
gether and connected to a source of warmed and humidi- 
fied air for retrograde inflation of the lobe (Fig. 2). Dry 
compressed air passed over a water bath heated to 75°C 

Bronchial narrowing during expiratory flow (indicated bY arrow) 
is illustrated by lighter shading of bronchial wall. See text for details. 

as that between Pel(l) and lung volume depends on the 
properties of alveolar tissues and surfaces. 

Intrapulmonary airways, via brondhioles and alveolar 
ducts, form a continuous elastic network with the paren- 
chyma. Thus there will be a relationship (in the same 
sense, but not necessarily one-for-one) between the pressure 
distending the alveoli (P~lv - Ppl) and that distending 
the airways (Pib - Pexb). During expiratory flow the 
pressure losses that occur in the airways from convective 
acceleration and viscous resistance reduce Pib relative to 
P~lv. If there is interdependence between airway and 
airspace expansion, any reduction in bronchial diameter 
resulting from the fall in Pib will be opposed by surrounding 
tissue forces acting on the peribronchial space ( 18). These 
will tend to decrease Pexb in relation to Ppl thereby in- 
creasing (Pib - Pexb) relative to (Pib - Ppl). Therefore 
the change of bronchial diameter, which will reflect changes 
in(Pib - Pexb) [and its equivalent Pel(br)], may be less 
than that predicted solely from the reduction of Pib. Dur- 
ing expiratory flow PA~V is greater than Pib, and Pel(1) 
tends to exceed Pel(br), so that 

and subsequently cooled copper tubing surrounded by 
water at room temperature. The air entering the lung was 
fully saturated at about 30°C. Preliminary experiments 
had emphasized the importance of adequate humidification 
when large volumes of gas are passed through excised lungs. 

A tapering polypropylene cannula was passed down the 
main stem bronchus until its tip (5.0 or 7.0 mm OD) was 

. positioned in a part of the airway surrounded by lung 
parenchyma on all sides. The central airways- beyond the 
cannula were outlined with tantalum dust under fluoro- 
scopic control. With the lobar cannula closed the lobe 
could be inflated or deflated (via surface leaks) retro- 

PA~V - Pib = K[Pel(l) - Pel(br)] 

where K is a factor, related to interdependence, that allows 
for changes of Pexb in relation to Ppl. Comparing static 
conditions with expiratory flow 

A(PA~V - Pib) = &A[Pel(l) - Pel(br)] 
Q X-ray 
. \ 

Pneumotachograph 
Clamp \ For comparisons at 

will be constant and 
the same bronchial diameter Pel(br) 

Tantal urn \ - 

K = ~(PA~v - Pib)/APel(l) 

If airway size is completely independent of airspace ex- 
pansion, a change of Pib during expiratory flow will be 
accompanied by the same change in Pel(br) and K will be 
unity. In practice, as airways narrow at constant lung 
volume, the forces in the peribronchial space will operate 
on a smaller cross-sectional area (18) ; in addition the 
length and tension of the local alveolar walls may increase as 
the surrounding lung distorts to fill the space vacated by 

Water cooled 
jacket 

Air &wVVater heater 

FIG. 2. Diagram of excised lung with multiple retrograde catheters. 
PA~V and Pib are pressure transducers for measuring alveolar and 
intrabronchial pressures. [From Butler et al. (Z).] 
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gradely to airway and alveolar pressures between 30 and 0 
cmHz0, while pleural pressure remained atmospheric. 
Alveolar pressure was measured from two of the retrograde 
catheters that were separated from the rest and connected to 
a pressure transducer (Sanborn 268B). Intrabronchial 
pressure was measured from two catheters. (0.86 mm ID, 
1.27 mm OD) passed down the lobar cannula and con- 
nected to a similar pressure transducer. The ends of these 
catheters were occluded with a metal plug (1.3 mm diam) ; 
lateral pressure was measured from four side holes .(0.55 
mm diam) opposite to each other and adjacent to the plug. 
A bias flow kept them patent in between measurements. 
Alveolar and intrabronchial pressures were measured rela- 
tive to pleural pressure (atmospheric) ; they were identical 
when the lobe was inflated with the cannula closed (static 
conditions). At any positive alveolar pressure the lobar 
cannula could be gradually opened so that expiratory flow 
occurred (dynamic conditions). Flow was monitored with a 
Fleisch No. 2 pneumotachograph connected differentially 
to a Sanborn 270 pressure transducer. All pressures and 
flows were displayed on a Sanborn recorder (model 7700). 

Under dynamic conditions we aimed to maintain a 
constant lung volume by increasing inflow through the 
retrograde catheters to match expiratory flow. In prac- 
tice inflow was adjusted to a constant alveolar pressure. 
Because the airway resistance peripheral to 2-3 mm bronchi 
is so low in dog lungs at high lung volumes (14), alveolar 
pressure measured from the retrograde catheters reflects 
true alveolar pressure very closely even during maximal 
expiratory flow. Another index of lung volume was. the 
length of the peripheral airways (6). With the lobar can- 
nula fully open, the lobe emptied by virtue of its recoil 
pressure, and the intraluminal pressure in the main stem 
bronchi approached atmospheric pressure. By applying 
negative pressure to the lobar cannula with a vacuum 
pump, expiratory flow increased further, and intrabronchial 
pressure could be lowered to subatmospheric values. Once 
maximal flow was reached, the lateral pressure in airways 
downstream from the flow-limiting segment was entirely 
dependent on the setting of the vacuum pump. Radio- 
graphs were exposed at known values of P~lv and Pib using 
nonscreen film (Kodak, Crystallex), a fine focal spot (0.28 X 
0.40 mm), and settings kVp 47 and mAs 32. A double- 
image stereoscopic technic was used [(7), Method A] with 
a tube separation of 30 cm and anode-film distance of 120 
cm. On three occasions true stereoscopic pairs of X-rays 
were exposed and _ bronchial cross-section (i.e., shape) 
analyzed on a stereocomparator in the Department of 
Photogrammetry at University College, London. 

Experimental Procedure and Analysis 

With the catheters in position the lobe was inflated to 
P~lv and Pib +30 cmHa0 with the cannula closed and 
the pressure readings on the two alveolar and two central 
bronchial catheters checked for correspondence. The lobar 
cannula was opened, expiratory flow started, and P~lv 
and Pib fell (Fig. 3). Palv was maintained at + 10 or +5 
cmH20 by increasing retrograde catheter flow, while Pib 
was lowered to negative values with the vacuum pump. 
Under fluoroscopic control the position of the intrabron- 
chial catheters and vacuum setting were adjusted until 
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FIG. 3. Tracing from recording of lobar flow w), intrabronchial 
(Pib) and alveolar (PA~v) pressures during a dynamic maneuver. 

Lobar cannula is released, flow commences, and PA~V is allowed to 
fall to +lO cm Hz0 and then held constant. Pib is lowered to sub- 
atmospheric pressures by vacuum pump. Note the occurrence of flow 
limitation-reduction of Pib without increase of J?. 

values of Pib for each catheter of down to - 15 cmHz0 were 
found that corresponded with good measuring positions 
on the bronchogram. Because of the low intrapulmonary 
resistance in dog lobes at PA~V 10 and 5 cmHz0, negative 
intrabronchial pressures were found only within l-2 cm 
of the cannula tip. When suitable catheter positions had 
been found, pairs of static and dynamic measurements 
were made at P~lv + 10 or +5 cmH20. All maneuvers 
started from P~lv +30 cmHz0; radiographs were exposed 
l-4 min after the required Palv had been reached, but 
time history was not rigidly controlled. X-rays were also 
taken under static conditions at PA~V and Pib +30 and 0 
cmH20 and in the collapsed lung with Pib - 5 to - 13 
cmHz0 (suction applied but no flow). 

On the radiographs the position of the side holes of the 
bronchial catheters was visible, and measurements of di- 
ameter were made at these points. Airway diameters at 
pheripheral points in the bronchial tree were also mea- 
sured, as well as central and peripheral airway lengths. All 
dimensions were expressed as a percentage of the length or 
diameter at full inflation of the lung, i.e., P~lv and Pib 
(static) +30 cmHg0. Lengths and diameters at Pib +3O 
cm&O were checked two or three times during the course 
of the experiment ; 1 if the measurements differed by more 
than 2%, the largest value was taken as true maximum 
diameter. Dimensions at Pib + 10, +5, and 0 cmHs0 
under static conditions usually represent the mean of two 
or three measurements. Histologic sections of the lobes, 
stained with hematoxylin and eosin, were prepared. 

RESULTS 

Satisfactory results from a technical viewpoint were ob- 
tained in eight preparations. Body weight ranged from 20.5 
to 27 kg (mean 24) and weight of the middle lobe from. 20 
to 37 g (mean 27). Two lobes showed some cystic spaces 
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in the lung parenchyma on macroscopic examination, ~~1 
their results did not differ frottt the others. In tuost cases 
there was some widening of the perivascular spaces on the 
histologic sections, but the bronchial and peribronchial 
tissue looked normal; there was no alveolar edema. 

Distribution of Dynamic Pressures 

In Fig. 4 the lateral pressure distribution in one prepara- 
tion at P~lv 10 cmHzO during expiratory flow (vacuum 
assisted) is plotted. To demonstrate this, a single bronchial 
catheter was pulled back toward the bronchial cannula in 
successive steps under X-ray control; this was not the nor- 
mal procedure, which was to keep two bronchial catheters 
in fixed positions throughout the experiment. Most of the 
convective and frictional pressure loss is concentrated in 
the 1 cm immediately distal to the bronchial cannula with 

1 cm 

PIG. 4. Tracing from tantalum dust bronchogram with cannula 
and central airways to show lateral pressure profile under dynamic 
conditions. All pressures in cm H,O. Alveolar pressure + 10 cmHn0. 
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the pressure gradient becoming progressively steeper near 
the exit from the lobe. Lobar flows in these experiments 
ranged from 0.3 to 1.8 l.sec-l (mean 0.58). 

Bronchial Diameter 

Figure 5 shows bronchograms obtained under static 
and dynamic conditions. Had the expansion of airways 
and airspaces been completely interdependent the caliber 
of the proximal airway would have followed lung volume, 
and the diameter in B would have been the same as A since 
the alveolar pressure was identical (10 cmHs0). But if 
bronchial expansion was independent of airspace cxpan- 
sion, airway diameter in C would be similar to that in B 
because the radiographs were exposed at the same intra- 
bronchial pressure. Figure 5 shows that the central intra- 
parenchymal airways narrow to a certain extent in B but 
much less than in the absence of pulmonary parenchymal 
support in C. 

In Fig. 6 airway diameter under static conditions at an 
alveolar pressure of + 10 cmHz0 is related to the diameter 
under dynamic conditions as intrabronchial pressure is 
lowered during expiratory flow. Results from eight experi- 
ments are shown. Static points usually represent the mean 
value of two measurements, but the dynamic points are 
single values. The diameters of the central airways (mean 
diameter at full inflation 6.4 mm) have been compared with 
measurements in 33 peripheral airways (mean diameter 
4.05 mm). The peripheral bronchi show some decrease in 
diameter in the dynamic maneuver although there was no 
appreciable change of intrabronchial pressure. This differ- 
ence can probably be explained on the basis of stress re- 
covery, because there was a longer time history in the 
dynamic compared with the static measurement between 
reaching an alveolar pressure of 10 cmHz0 and exposing 
the radiograph. This time interval was 50 s for static 
measurements but 240 s for the dynamic, and on the basrs 
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FIG. 6. Plot of airway diameter (% maximum) against intrabron- 
chial pressure (Pib) at alveolar pressure (PA~v) +I0 cmH*O under 
static (a) and dynamic (0) conditions in eight experiments. Be- 
havior of peripheral airways (I q ) at Pib +lO cmHz0 is also shown 
for comparison (n = 33). Bars indicate 1 SEM. 

of previous data (6) this could result in a reduction of 
diameter of 5-- 10 %. The changes of intrabronchial pressure 
occurring in the more central airways were accompanied 
by relatively modest reductions in diameter. A reduction of 
intraluminal pressure of 10-25 cmHz0 relative to alveolar 
pressure caused a diameter change of only 20 % (or 15 % if 
some degree of stress recovery is allowed). In Fig. 7 the be- 
havior of the same airways at an alveolar pressure of 5 
cmHg0 is plotted. The results are similar, although the 
sl.ope of the curve of the points for the central airways at 
negative intrabronchial pressures is steeper than at P~lv 
+ 10 cmHg0. This suggests that less parenchymal support 
is given at lower lung recoil pressures. 

In Fig. 8 the diameters of the central airways in Figs. 6 
and 7 under static and dynamic conditions are compared 
at the same intrabronchial pressures. The continuous line 
shows bronchial diameter under no-flow conditions (Pib = 
P~lv) as the lung is deflated from maximum (Pib +30 
cmHa0) to minimum (Pib 0 cmHz0) volumes. The inter- 
rupted lines show bronchial diameters at P~lv + 10 cmHz0 
&d P~lv +5 cmHa0 as intrabronchial pressure is systemat- 
ically lowered. The vertical distance between the static 
and dynamic lines shows the extent to which bronchial 
diameter differs from that predicted on the assumption of 
independent expansion of airways and airspaces. . The 
horizontal distance between the curves measures, in terms 
of pressure, the support given to the airway wall by the 
expansion of the lung. For example, at an intrabronchial 
pressure of - 10 cmHz0 the bronchial diameter under 
static conditions (i.e., collapsed lung) was 53 % of maxi- 
mum, but at the same pressure in the lung inflated to 
P~lv +lO cmH20 the diameter was 72%. Under static 
conditions a diameter of 72% corresponds to an intrabron- 
chial pressure of +0.5 cmH20. Therefore we reason that 
under dynamic conditions the extrabronchial pressure must 
have decreased by 10.5 cmH20 to maintain a diameter of 

0 

l l Static 

00 Dynamic 

_ Palv f 5 cmH20 II 

O-' 
-20 -10 0 +5 

INTRABRONCHIAL PRESSURE 
Frc. 7. Plot of airway diameter (as y0 maximum) against intra- 

bronchial pressure (Pib) at constant alveolar pressure +5 cmH%O 
under static (a) and dynamic (0) conditions in eight experiments. Be- 
havior of more peripheral airways (m q ) at Pib +5 cm&O is also 
shown for comparison (n = 33). Bars indicate 1 SEM. 

0 Palv + 10 cmt$O 

APalv + 5 cmtp 

I 1 I I I I 1 
-20 -10 0 10 20 30 

FIG. 8. Airway diameter (as % maximum) plotted against intra- 
bronchial pressure under static (continuous line) and dynamic (inter- 
rupted lines) conditions at alveolar pressures of + 10 cmHQ and 
+5 cmH&. Mean results from eight experiments; vertical bars 1 

SEM; horizontal bars give range of pressures over which airway diam- 
eters were measured. 

72 %. This implies that the peribronchial pressure must 
have been at least 10 cmH20 more negative than pleural 
pressure. 

Measurements of Bronchial Area 

From stereoscopic X-ray pairs the cross-sectional area 
of a bronchus can be reconstructed by photogrammetric 
technics using a stereocomparator as shown in Figs. 9 and 
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DISTANCE (mm) 
FIG. 9. Bronchial area in cross-section (from stereoscopic measure- 

ments) at constant lung volume under static [Pib +I0 cmHz0 (outer 
ring)] and dynamic [Pib - 10 cmHzO (inner ring)] conditions. Note 
concentric narrowing. Alveolar pressure +lO cmHs0 in both in- 
stances. Numbers indicate measurement sites. 

10. Bronchial area is plotted in Fig. 9 under static and 
dynamic conditions at an alveolar pressure of 10 cmHz0. 
Under dynamic conditions the intrabronchial pressure 
has been lowered by 20 cmHsO to - 10 cmHz0. The de- 
crease of diameter under compression is concentric, which 
is not surprising if the airway is supported by lung tissue 
on all sides. These measurements were repeated in another 
lung with similar findings. Nevertheless, in the absence of 
parenchymal support some distortion of bronchial shape 
occurs, as seen in Fig. 10. Under static conditions there is 
comparatively little change of shape until negative pressures 
(Pib - 10 cmHzO) are reached. Differences between 
bronchial diameter and area were assessed in the following 
way. Bronchial areas were measured by planimetry and 
diameters calculated from them on the basis of a circular 
shape; these were compared with the largest diameter 
actually observed on the X axis. Expressed as percentage 
of the diameter at Pib + 10 cmHz0 (100 %I), the differences 
between observed and calculated diameters were 1.5 % 
at Pib - 10 cmHg0 (dynamic), 4.75 % at Pib 0 cmHz0 
(static), and 11.25% at Pib - 10 cmHz0 (static). Four 
measurements were made at Pib + 10 cmHs0 and two at 
the other pressures. These estimates show that intrapul- 
monary bronchi maintain a fairly regular shape except 
when compressed in a collapsed lung. Calculations of area 
from the largest diameter overestimated the planimetered 
area by 20-25 % except at Pib - 10 cmHs0 (static) when 
the average difference was 88 % . Expressed as a percentage 
of the planimetered area at Pib + 10 cmH20 the calcu- 
lated area ovei-estimated the true one at Pib - 10 rmH%O 
(static) by 12.5 %. Depending on the orientation of the 
bronchus and X-ray tube, measurements of diameter may 
as easily underestimate true bronchial area. 

Airwuy Length 

Measurements of airway length have been plotted against 
alveolar pressure in Fig. 11. The mean and standard error 

I  I  I  I  I  I  ,  I  

0 1 2 3 4 5 
X 

6 7 
DISTANCE (mm) 

FIG. 10. Bronchial cross-section (from stereoscopic measurements) 
at different lung volumes under static conditions. Note approximately 
circular shape at Pib +lO and 0 cmHa0 with some flattening in the 
compressed and collapsed lung (Pib - 10 cmHn0). 

loo r 

o Flow 

. No flow 

I -10 0 20 30 

Alveolar Pressure kmH201 

FIG. 11. Airway length (as y0 maximum) plotted against alveolar 
pressure under static (0) and dynamic (0) conditions. Mean results 
of all segments (n = 29) measured in eight experiments. Bars indicate 
1 SEILI. 

of the average airway length in each experiment (based on 
measurements from 3-6 segments) are shown under static 
and dynamic conditions. Changes of airway length are re- 
lated to changes in the cube root of lung volume (6), and 
therefore airways shorten as transpulmonary (alveolar) 
pressure is lowered. The mean values for all experiments 
show an increase in length of 2-4% at the same P~lv on 
transferring from static to dynamic conditions. For indi- 
vidual airway segments (28 in number) the mean per- 
centage change (related to maximum length) in any pair 
of measurements was 4.6 at P~lv 10 cmHzO and 4.5 at 
P~lv 5 cmHs0. For the segment adjacent to the cannula 
where negative intrabronchial pressures existed during the 
dynamic measurements, there was surprisingly no shorten- 
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ing. These segments increased in length in the dynamic 
situation by 8 % at PA~V 10 cmHz0 and 5.4% at PA~V 5 
cmHg0. 

DISCUSSION 

In this study measurements of airway dimensions have 
demonstrated that at a constant lung volume the paren- 
chyma confers considerable stiffness on 5-9 mm airways 
when their internal pressure is reduced relative to alveolar 
pressure by expiratory flow. Nevertheless before this data 
can be accepted on a quantitative basis, the limitations of 
our preparation and methods need to be reviewed. 

Accuracy of bronchial diameter measurements. Stereoscopic 
X-ray theory (7) has shown that when airway diameter 
exceeds the width of the focal spot of the anode by five 
times or more (as in these experiments), airway diameter 
can be estimated acccurately assuming a circular shape to 
within 2 %. The repeatability of the measurement of 
bronchial diameter was assessed by measuring 10 airways 
(5.0-7.3 mm ID) on three separate occasions. Measure- 
ments were, made blind, The largest difference between the 
measurements for any airway was 0.15 mm (2.3 %) ; the 
mean maximum difference was 0.08 mm ( 1.3 %). 

Distortions produced by ca~.~~uZu. In preliminary experiments 
nearly,, all the pressure drop in the bronchial tree down- 
stream from 2 mm bronchi was found to be confined to 
the I-2 cm adjacent to the lobar cannula even when flow 
was maximal. The achieve a pressure in intraparenchymal 
airways less than pleural pressure, the lobar cannula had to 
be pushed well into the lung as shown in Figs. 2 and 5 
and negative pressure applied to it from a vacuum pump. 
Unfortunately the most proximal side branches were oc- 
cluded, and it was common to find the proximal part of 
the lobe overinflated in the dynamic measurements; proxi- 
mal alveolar pressures were generally 20-30 cmHz0 com- 
pared with 10-5 cmHs0 in the more distal part of the lobe. 
Although the airways studied were not in the obstructed 
part, some degree of local hyperinflation probably con- 
tributed to the increases in airway length at cdnstant 
PA~V in the dynamic compared with the static measure- 
ments, although there seemed to be little effect on airway 
diameters (cf. peripheral airways in Figs. 6 and 7). 

Measurement bf alveolar pressure. Alveolar pressure was 
recorded indirectly from retrograde catheters in 2-3 mm 
bronchi. The peripheral resistance of dog lungs is known 

. to be low, and this was confirmed by our measurements of 
pressure profiles (Fig. 4). Therefore pressure differences 
between the retrograde catheter and nearby alveoli must 
have been small. Homogeneity within the lobe under 
dynamic conditions is rather more difficult to substantiate. 
As already mentioned, obstruction and hyperinflation of 
the proximal part of the lobe may have extended distally 
to affect the segments under scrutiny. As a check we 
sampled alveolar pressures in various sites through the 
lobe under dynamic conditions with a fine (28 gauge) 
needle, concentrating on the -region near the cannula 
where intrabronchial pressures and diameters were being 
measured. Although a wide spectrum of pressures was re- 
corded (in four experiments), the majority of the readings 
were & 2 cmHz0 of the retrograde catheter pressure 
measured simultaneously. 

Measurement of lateral intrabronchial pressure (Pib). From 

the Bernoull .i equation1 we talc ulated the loss of kinetic 
energy from the alveolus to most proximal si te where intra- 
bronchial pressure was measured. Convective acceleration 
accounted for over 50 % (mean 68 %) of this pressure loss. 
Consequently the measurement of Pib could be influenced 
significantly by technical factors such as the presence of 
the catheter in the airway lumen and its degree of angula- 
tion (yaw) with the airstream (15). In model experiments 
we compared the pressures recorded by the intrabronchial 
catheters with directly measured side pressures in straight 
tubes of 6-6.5 mm ID. Flows were adjusted to give velocities 
similar to those measured under dynamic conditions 
(1.0-3.5 cm-s+). Only small differences in pressure 
(<2.0 cmH?O) were recorded, and no effect of yaw was 
found. Although the velocity profile in a lobar bronchus 
with side branches is considerably more complex than in a 
single tube, these measurements suggest that the presence 
of the catheter per se did not introduce a large error into 
the measurement of lateral pressure. 

Eject of time history. Changes in airway diameter due to 
differences in time history between the static and dynamic 
measurements were apparent from the measurements of 
peripheral airways (see Figs. 6 and 7, and RESULTS section). 
To correct for this the dynamic curves in Fig. 8 should be 
shifted to the left. On the other hand, the increase in air- 
way length dynamically (see Fig. 1 I j would have the op- 
posite effect, and for this reason we have not attempted to 
correct for these factors. 

Measurement of airway diameter at 20~ lung volumes. Measure- 
ments of airway caliber from two-dimensional radiographs 
usually ignore shape or changes of shape. Using stereoscopic 
technics bronchial cross-sections were reconstructed in three 
preparations. The measurements in Figs. 9 and 10 show 
that the larger intrapulmonary airways assume a regular, 
almost circular shape except when subjected to compressive 
forces in a collapsed lung. To this extent the static curve 
at negative intrabronchial pressures in Fig. 8 does not 
truly reflect changes in bronchial area. Nevertheless, this 
part of the static curve is not required for the assessment of 
interdependence (see subsection Calculation of K) or in the 
calculation of the additional pressures operating on the 
airway wall in the dynamic situation. 

Analysis of Interdependence 

Figure 12 presents ‘the data of Fig. 8 with the dynamic 
results at P~lv 5 cmHz0 and standard errors omitted for 
clarity. At point E in the dynamic curve intrabronchial 
pressure (Pib) is -5.6 cmH20, whereas in the static or 
quasi-homogeneous condition a similar bronchial diameter 
occurs at Pib +0.8 cmHz0 (point C). At E and C the air- 
way has by definition the same Pel(br) and transmural 
pressure (Le., Pib - Pexb)-assuming no change in shape 
or elastic properties- so the extrabronchial pressure (Pexb) 
must have decreased by 6.4 cmHz0 (distance CE)+ There 
are several explanations for this decrease of Pexb. Mead 
et al. (18) put forward a model of pulmonary elasticity in 
which the pressure distending airways and airspaces in the 
inflated lung was influenced by changes in their area rela- 
tive to the area of the tissue surrounding them. For in tra- 

l Pea = pu2/Zg, where Pea is pressure due to convective accekra- 
tion, p is density of air, u is velocity, and g is acceleration due to 
gravity. 
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FIG. 12. Simplified display of data of Fig. 8 plotting airway diam- 
eter against intrabronchial pressure under static and dynamic condi- 
tions. Interrupted lines represent the additional stress on the airway 
wall under dynamic conditions by virtue of its change in surface area. 
Pel (local) = local alveolar tissue recoil pressure (see Fig. 1); Pib and 
d (static) = intrabronchial pressure and bronchial diameter under 
static conditions at point A’; d(dyn) = bronchial 
curve. See text and APPENDIX for details. 

diameter on dynamic 

pulmonary airways Pexb depends upon alveolar pressure, 
, the number of alveolar tissue attachments, their tension, 

and the area upon which they operate (the external diam- 
eter of the airway wall). If lung volume, transpulmonary 
pressure (Ptp), and local alveolar wall tension remain 
constant, bronchial narrowing will be accompanied by an 
increase in bronchial transmural pressure by means of a 
decrease in Pexb, because the same number of tissue attach- 
ments with the same tension operate on a smaller surface 
area. In addition local alveolar tissue tension may increase 
even though overall lung volume and Ptp remains constant. 
The relative contribution of changes of surface area, on the 
one hand, and tissue tension, on the other, to the change 
of Pexb can be assessed by calculating the change of 
Pexb expected solely on the basis of the decrease in 
bronchial diameter (see APPENDIX for details). At a 
diameter of 75 % the decrease in surface area accounts for 
an additional local tissue recoil pressure of 2.8 cmHg0 
(AB); when this pressure is subtracted from the static Pib 
at this diameter (point C), the contribution of the decrease 
in circumference (CD) to the decrease in Pexb (CE) under 
these dynamic conditions can be seen. At this airway 
diameter it contributes 44% of the decrease in Pexb; at 
80% and 72.5 % diameter the change of surface area ac- 
counts for 72 % and 33 %, respectively. The remaining 
portion of the decrease in Pexb (i.e., DE) is probably re- 
lated to increases in radial tension from the surrounding 
lung tissue, which distorts as the airway within it narrows. 
The increase in tissue tension is closely related to the de- 
gree of bronchial narrowing, contributing 1.0 cmH20 to 
the lowering of Pexb at a bronchial diameter of 80% and 
6.4 cmHz0 at 72.5 % diameter. If this tissue’distortion had 
been shared by all alveolar walls to a great distance, the 
resulting change in stress on the airway wall would have 
been negligible. Our results at bronchial diameters < 80 % 
max suggest that the strain is taken up locally with cor- 
responding changes in tissue tension and peribronchial 
stress. Other tests of Mead et al.‘s model of pulmonary 

elasticity in lung tissue (23), lobules (28), arterial vessels 
(l), or segments (20, 2 1) have also concluded that inter- 
dependence is greater than can be accounted for on the 
basis of change of surface area alone. On the other hand, 
the decrease in airway diameter at P~lv + 10 cmH20 from 
97 to 82% max can be explained wholly by surface area 
changes, so it would appear that a certain amount of slack 
can be taken up by the surrounding tissue without appre- 
ciable changes of tension. It is of interest that localized 
pleural distortion leads to parenchymal compression 
closely limited to the pleural surface and sharply demarcated 
from normally expanded lung (27). This suggests that 
negative interdependence of airways and airspaces would 
occur during fast inspiration, the increase in (Pib - Ppl) 
relative to (PAlv - Ppl) leading to airway widening, com- 
pression of the surrounding tissue, and a decrease in peri- 
bronchial stress. 

The possibility remains that part of the distance CE could 
be explained by a true change in the elastic properties of 
the airway wall. There was a longer time available for 
stress recovery of smooth muscle tone in the measurement 
at E compared with C; this would have lessened the distance 
C&, not increased it, Airway length was different, being 
92% max at point E and 75 % max at C. Nevertheless, 
Hyatt and Flath (8) have shown that pressurediameter 
curves for excised dissected-out airways are independent 
of moderate changes of length. Airway shape, from Figs. 9 
and 10, did not change significantly. For these reasons it 
seems likely that the majority of the difference between the 
static and dynamic airway curves is due to increases in 
extrabronchial pressure. 

Culculahn of K. This measure of interdependence based 
on Eq* 1 (see section THEORY) is shown in Fig. 13 for the 
dynamic curves at PA~V 10 and 5 cmH20. The interde- 
pendence factor (K) is plotted against airway diameter and 
static intrabronchial pressure. K is calculated for points of 
equal airway diameter (e.g., E and C, Fig. 12). At E (P~lv - 
Pib) equals the distance BE; on the static curve at C there 
is no difference. Pel(1) at E is + 10 cmHs0 and at C t-O.8 
cmHz0. Therefore K = BE/K. The magnitude of inter- 
dependence assessed in this way is greater at higher lung 
volumes (P~lv + 10 cmH20) as predicted from a theoretical 
study by Lambert and Wilson (9). Also shown in Fig. 13 
are predictions from the model of Mead et al. (18), i.e., 
K I AC/E, which emphasizes again that some but not 
all of the bronchial narrowing during expiration can be 
explained on the basis of surface area changes. 

In summary, we would draw the following conclusions 
from Figs. 12 and 13. 

I) Interdependence is relative. Diameter changes of 15- 
20% can occur without appreciable changes of tension in 
the surrounding tissue. This leaves room for bronchomotor 
tone to operate at a given lung volume. 

2) The part played by the parenchyma assumes increas- 
ing importance as further narrowing of the airway lumen 
takes place. Airway closure is thus prevented from occurring 
too easily. 

3) The effect of interdependence is greatest at high lung 
volumes and transpulmonary pressure, leaving airways 
more vulnerable to closure when lung recoil is low. 

4) At a given lung volume dynamic narrowing of the 
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BRONCHIAL DlAlWTER & simulate maximal expiration, Pardaens et al. (24) found 
that the flow-volume relationships of lungs w&e- mostly 
dependent on the elastic properties of the lungs and 
bronchi. Using the anatomy of Weibel (29) they found a 
more peripheral location (5th airway generation) of the 
EPP below 70 % VC than previously reported, but had they 
taken intrapulmonary airway stability into account, a lobar 
location of EPP would probably have been found. 

l l Palv + 10 cmH20 

ohtv + 5 cmH2U 
3 

t 1  1 

0 1.0 2.0 
Static Pib kmtp 

FIG. 13. Plot of K [constant of proportionality between APib and 
APel(br)] against static Pib (point C in Fig. 12) and bronchial 
diameter (as 70 maximum) under dynamic conditions at fixed al- 
veolar pressures +5 and + 10 cmH20. Interrupted line represents 
calculations on the basis of the model of Mead et al. (18) at P~lv 
+lO cmHz0. See text for details. 

segment upstream from the equal pressure point (EPP) 
(to the right of Pib 0 cmHn0) will occur, although airway 
diameter will be up to 12 % greater than predicted on the 
basis of the change in Pib. 

Rdationshi~ of Airway and Airspace 
Interdependence to Flow Limitation 

Although there are substantial differences between an 
excised dog lung preparation and normal man, we believe 
these results have established the principle that intrapul- 
monary airways narrow less during expiratory flow than 
would be predicted on the basis of intrabronchial pressure 
measurements. Marshall and Holden (17) showed in man 
from bronchographic measurements that there was some 
protection of intrapulmonary airways from high intra- 
thoracic pressures and flows generated by coughing. The 
relative stability of the caliber of intrapulmonary airways 
during expiratory flow contrasts sharply with the lack of 
support available to the lobar and main bronchi. At the 
entrance to a lobe the behavior of the extrapulmonary air- 
ways will be similar to that shown by the static curve in 
Fig. 12. Several experimental findings may be explained 
on this basis. For example, over a large portion of the vital 
capacity (VC) during maximum expiratory flow the locus 
of the EPP ( 19) remains fixed in lobar or segmental bronchi. 
Since the site of the EPP appears to be quite uniform among 
different species and under different conditions ( 14, 15) one 
imagines that the elasticity of pulmonary parenchyma 
prevents the intrapulmonary airway. narrowing, which 
would otherwise allow the ‘EPP and the flow-limiting seg- 
ment downstream from it to enter the lung. Interdependence 
declines in magnitude at lower lung recoil pressures (cf. 
values for K in Fig. 13), and this lack of support presumably 
allows the EPP to progress rapidly upstream at lung vol- 
umes below 30 % VC ( 14). By using a physical model to 

What advantages or disadvantages accrue from intra- 
pulmonary airway stability? During maximal expiration as 
in coughing the central location of flow-limiting segments 
will promote more uniform emptying of the lung periphery 
(22). On the other hand, the lack of dynamic compression 
in these airways except at low lung volumes means that 
clearance of bronchial secretions is heavily dependent on 
ciliary action. 

Flow-Limiting Segment 

Although interdependence was not sufficient to prevent 
flow limitation occurring in this preparation (Fig. 3), 
this should not be taken as evidence that narrowing of this 
degree would occur in the intact lung at this lung volume 
during maximal flow. I, depended on the intrapulmonary 
position of the bronchial cannula, which, in turn, was 
merely a device to overcome the low flow resistance of ex- 
cised dog lobes and produce intrapulmonary intrabronchial 
pressures less than pleural. As already mentioned the loca- 
tion of the EPP at volumes above 30% VC is in extrapul- 
monary airways, and an increase in driving pressure once 
the EPP has developed will not in theory move the posi- 
tion of the EPP or the flow-limiting segment (26). In this 
respect Fig. 3 is somewhat misleading, At the onset of 
maximum flow Pib (measured at the site of the distal 
catheter) was + I .5 cmH20, becoming more negative with 
an increase in driving pressure. Therefore the EPP (by 
definition the site where Pib = 0 cmHn0) must have 
moved peripherally during maximum flow at isovolume. 
Nevertheless in this preparation the tip of the lobar can- 
nula, flow-limiting segment, and pressure site were in close 
proximity so that further narrowing of the flow-limiting 
point during maximum flow (consequent on the‘ increase 
in driving pressure) could easily have distorted and changed 
the diameter and pressure of the segment next to it. 

Emphysema 

A decrease in maximum flow (J?,,,) resulting from lack 
of airway support from the parenchyma was foreseen many 
years ago by Dayman (4). Airway conductance (Gaw) is 
reduced, reflecting a reduction in static airway dimensions, 
probably on the basis of a loss of lung recoil ( 10). The loss 
of lung recoil [Pst(l)] re d uces maximal flow at a given lung 
volume for several reasons: a) the driving pressure for the 
segment upstream from the EPP is reduced ; 6) the resting 
dimensions of the airways may be less at the lower Pst(1); 
c) interdependence between airways and airspaces is less 
effective at lower Pst(1) ( see Fig. 13). Nevertheless after 
taking these factors into account, Leaver et al. (10) found 
that vnlax was reduced out of proportion to the loss of lung 
recoil. If the loss of elasticity and parenchymal distortion, 
which reduced lung recoil, also affected the normal inter- 
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dependence between airway and airspace expansion, then 
loss of V THBX would be greater then loss of Pst(l), and up- 
stream conductance (Gus) would be lowered d’ispropor- 
tionately in relation to Gaw, as found by these authors 
(10). The migration of the EPP into the lung beyond the 
lobar bronchi seen in some subjects with emphysema (I 1) 
may reflect a relative lack of interdependence, al- 
though the increase in peripheral, airways resistance may 
also play a part. The high residual volumes, air trapping, 
and low ventilation-perfusion ratios in emphysema may 
also reflect a loss of interdependence in its other role, that 
of preventing peripheral airway closure. 

APPENDIX 

Analysis of Contribution of Surface Area Changes to 
Changes in Bronchial Transmural Presswe (Ptm) 

Figure 1 shows schematically the peribronchial space surrounding 
the, bronchial wall. On its alveolar side this space is bounded by a 
limiting membrane (lm), which forms part of and is continuous with 
the lung parenchyma. The peri- or extrabronchial pressure (Pexb) 
equals the alveolar pressure (PA~v) minus the local lung recoil pressure 
[Pel (local) in Fig. 11; we assume the latter is equivalent to the sum of 
the outward-acting alveolar tissue forces per unit bronchial area 
(z Fo/Abr). (The contribution of the limiting membrane to the sum 
of these pressures is probably small and can be neglected.) Thus 

Pexb = PAh - Pel (local) 

Pel(local). Thus the difference between Pib and Pexb, or bronchial 
transmural pressure (Ptm), is 

Ptm = Pib - [P~lv - Pel(local)] (2) 

To calculate changes of Pel(local) resulting from changes in 
bronchial diameter (at constant lung volume), an absolute value for 
local tissue recoil pressure must be chosen corresponding to the static 
situation. In Fig. 12 we have assumed [as did Mead et al. (18) in a 
similar analysis] that in the static situation at Pib j-10 cmHs0 (i.e., 
A’) local alveolar wall recoil equals overall lung recoil, i.e., Pel- 
(1-o = Pel(1) so that Pexb = Ppl. There is some experimental 

justification for this; under static conditions following a maximal or 
submaximal inflation, airways and airspaces in excised lungs have the 
same relative changes of dimensions (6), and bronchial diameters in 
lungs at a given Ptp have a similar size when subsequently dissected 
out and exposed to the same pressure (8). Therefore at point A’, 
Pel(loca1) = Pel(1) = Pib(static). In the dynamic situation bronchial 
diameter decreases from A’ to A, and surface area decreases in direct 
proportion to the diameter change since airway length remains con- 
stant (Fig. 11), and Pel(local) increases according to the formula 
shown in Fig. 12. 

At A’ in Fig. 12 Pib, Pdv, and Pel(loca1) each have a value of 
+ 10 cmH20, and from &. 2 Ptm = +lO cmH20. At E Pib -5.6 

cmHzO, PA~V + 10 cdI20, while Pel(local) has increased to + 12.8 
cm Ha0 (see point A), giving a Ptm for the bronchus of -28 cmH20. 
But in the static situation at the same bronchial diameter Ptm = 
+0.8 cmH20 [assuming Pel(loca1) = Pel(1) under static conditions]. 

For Ptm to be +0.8 cmH%O at point E, Pel(loca1) must have increased 
by +6.4 cmH20, but only 2-8 cmHa0 (4470) of this increase can be 
accounted for by changes in surface area alone. 

According to the analysis of Mead et al. (18) Pel(loca1) in the 
alveolar tissue next to a bronchus will only equal the average tissue 
recoil pressure for the whole region if the space for the bronchus within 
the parenchyma at a given transpulmonary pressure exactly matches 
the size of the bronchus distended outside the lung to the same pres- 
sure. In this situation Pexb will equal Ppl. Nevertheless at the same 
lung volume and for a constant outward-acting tissue force (Z Fo), 
any reduction in bronchial surface area will lead to an increase in 
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